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Ah&act-The recently established FN method for solving accurately problems in radiative transfer is used 
to reduce the azimuth-independent component of a basic polarization problem to a form readily amenable 
to numerical evaluation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

SOME years ago we reported in a series of papers”” a great deal of detailed analysis that was 
considered necessary to establish, for a semi-infinite half space, an “exact” solution of a basic 
polarization problem, with absorption, that was formulated by CHANDRASEKHAR.‘~’ Here we wish 
to use some of our previous exact analysis to develop the FN approximation and thus to reduce 
the same problem, but for a finite, plane-parallel atmosphere, to a simple and concise 
computational form. We consider the vector equation of transfer, 

developed by CHANDRASEKHAR”’ to study the scattering of polarized light. We use I(T, CL) to 
denote a vector whose two components I,(T, CL) and &(T, k) are the azimuth-independent 
angular intensities for the two polarization states. Also, T is the optical variable and I_L is the 
direction cosine (as measured from the positive T axis) of the propagating radiation. The albedo 
for single scattering is w; by using 

Q(P) = ; (C + 2)-“2 , 

$c+2) 0 

(2) 

we allow a combination of Rayleigh and isotropic scattering. (5) Here we consider o E (0, l] and 
allow the combination constant to be such that c E [0, 11. To keep our analysis general, we 
consider boundary conditions of the form 

I@, PCL) = FI(cL), CL >o, @a) 

and 

I(709 -CL) = Fz(cL), CL)% (3b) 

where 7. is the optical thickness of the atmosphere, and F,(p) and F2(p) are considered given. 
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2. ANALYSIS 

We note”’ that an exact general solution of Eq. (1) can be written as 

I 

I 

NC CL) = A(To)+(vo, P) emdB + A(- TO)@(-- qo, p)e”% + WV, PM(T) eedrl dvl, (4) -I 

where 

@(+ ?o, cl) = ; ~qo(&) Q(p)M(qO), 

and 2 qo6 [- I,11 are the zeros of A(z) = det A(z). Here 

I 
I 

A(z)=I+z 
-1 
P(P)$, 
I 

A(q)=I+qP I *II(P) _+_ 
-I P--T’ 

M(qO) is a null vector of A(kqo), i.e. 

M’llo) 
M(m) = -A,*(qo) ’ 1 1 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

and the characteristic matrix is 

In Eq. (4), the constants A(kvO) and the vector A(q) are expansion coefficients to be 
determined by the boundary conditions to yield an exact solution. Our goal here is not to find 
immediately the expansion coefficients. We wish instead to establish a system of singular 
integral equations for the surface quantities I(0, -CL), p > 0, and I(T~, p), p. > 0. The full-range 
orthogonality relation’*’ 

P*=(& LL) W’, cL) dp = 0, I# 5’9 (11) 

can be used with Eq (4) to deduce that 

and 

I 
1 

pBT(T 5, ~)I(T~, p) dp = N(T 5) A(7 6) ekTdf, rep, Wb) 
-I 

where 6 E P j [ = q. or 6 = 7 E (0, 1) and NG 5) are full-range normalization factors, i.e. 

and 

NC+ rl) = 2; wqM#I’-‘(q)n(q) + lr2+Iqq)] (134 

1 d 
N(-+qo) = +- wo2A22('r70)-A(z) 2 dz I 

. 
Z=a 

Wb) 
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It is evident that we can eliminate the normalization factors between Eqs. (12) to find 

I 

I 

I 

I 
paT(+Z; p)I(O,p) dp = e+‘t P@‘(+ & P)I(Q, P) dp, z E P, 

-1 -1 

or, more explicitly for 5 E P, 

I 

I 
IL@‘& p)UO, -CL) dp + emTdr 

0 I 

I 
cl@=(- & c~)I(n, II) dp = MS) 

0 

and 

I 
1 

CL*%, 1.4 War cl) dp + e -7ds 
0 I 

o’ P@=(- 6, PI NO, - p) dcc = L2W, 

where the known functions are 

Lb3 = (,’ OT(- 5, p) W) dp + eeTds 
I 

1 
CL@% P) F~(cL) dp 

0 

and 

I&) = I,’ P@(-- & IL) F264 b + emTds 
I 

1 

CL@~(S, IL) F&J d+ 
0 
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(14) 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

Equations (15) represent a system of singular integral equations (and constraints) for the exit 
distributions I(0, - p), p > 0, and l(ro, p), p > 0. The methods of MUSKHELISHVILI@) could be 
used to convert Eqs. (15) to a system of Fredholm integral equations; however, we prefer here 
to use the FN approximation. Thus, we let 

I@, -CL) = a20 aoclu, cc > 0, (17a) 

and 

I(709 P) = =zo hap=, CL > 0, (17b) 

which can be substituted into Eqs. (15) to yield 

and 

so [B,T(Oam + e-7dr A,‘(OhJ = 5 L(4) (lga) 

where 

z. DLT(T)hu + eeTds AaTG31)aul = 5 L(5), Wb) 

and 

B,(5) = 5 6’ @+I ‘I%, cL) dp (19a) 

A=(5)=~16~a+10(-~,~)d~. (19b) 

We note that B,(qO) and A, are 2 X 1 vectors and the B,(v) and L(v) are 2 x 2 matrices. 
For 6 = T) E (0, l), we find that we can use Eq. (6) in Eqs. (19) to obtain 

A,(v) = - ELI + (A) Qo+ (-3 42 (204 
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and 

with 

B,(q)= 1B,-dd-(-&)Qo-(&)Qz 

(20b) 

(214 

In establishing Eqs. (20) and (21), we have used Q(p) written as 

Qb)=Qo+~‘Qiz (22) 

and 

A(V) = Q-‘W[t +~~Qz~(Qo+fQ2)]. (23) 

It is clear that the matrices A,(T) and B,(q) can be computed readily from the recursive 
relations given in Eqs. (20) and (21). Considering now the vectors required for ,$ = 770, we find 
that we may write 

AAno) = - VO&-,(vo) + [(&)Qo+ (&)Q+(~o) (24a) 

with 

Ao(rlo)= 
( ‘) I 

‘f~ QCvo) Wvo) @%I 

and 

with 

and thus all of the known elements required in Eqs. (18) are now available in concise forms. In 
order to complete the FN approximation, we use selected values, say {h}, of 5 E P and solve 
Eqs. (18) evaluated at {R} for the constants a,, and b, required in Eqs. (17). We also introduce 
here one additional feature that was not necessary in the scalar version of the FN method,“-9’ 
viz. we write 

a0 = &M(~o) and bo = W(TO). (26) 

To obtain a simple scheme for selecting the {sj}, we let to = qo, 5, = 0, s2 = 1 and space the 
remaining N - 2 values of sj equally distant in the interval[O, I]. We now need simply to solve 
the following scalar system of 4N + 2 linear algebraic equations: 

z. ]ILT(6j)afl + e-‘d’iA,T(&)b,l =& L(tj), j = 0, 1,2, . . ., N, 

and 

& [BaT(6)ba + eeTdg AaT(b)aal = $&([j), j=O,1,2,...,N (2%) 
I 
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We note that, when j = 0, Eqs. (27) yield only 2 scalar equations and that, for each j > 0, Eqs. 
(27) yield 4 scalar equations. By expressing I(T, p) in terms of symmetric and antisymmetric 
functions, we note that the number of algebraic equations to be solved simultaneously can be 
reduced from 4N + 2 to 2N + 1. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

As we have seen, by using the FN method, we have been able to reduce our problem to 
one simply of solving the system of linear algebraic equations given by Eqs. (27). We consider 
the method to be particularly easy to use because all of the elements in the coefficient matrix 
in Eqs. (27) have been expressed in terms of polynomials and the log function. Of course, we 
have been principally concerned here with finding the surface quantities I(0, -II), Jo > 0, and 
I(Q, CL). p > 0; however, once the surface quantities are known, we can immediately find I(7, CL) 
for all 7 by again using the full-range orthogonality theorem. (*) Thus, setting 7 = 0 or T = 7. in 
Eq. (4) and then multiplying by j.~@~(? no, 1~) and integrating over j.~ from - 1 to 1, we find 

and 

eJ% 

A(710) = N(Q) 2 - [’ wqo $oB&o) b, - 1’ PI’?- 70, cLP%cL) da] 
0 

1 ’ 
A(- 90) = - N(llo) 

U 
p@(- 710, p)Fdp) dg -i 070 a20 BmT(rldaa 

I 
. o 

In a similar manner, we deduce that 

[ 
i 07 ~$oB.T($b. - 

I 

I 

A(n) = N-l(q) eTd’ 4+ rl, CL)W) dcc 
0 I 

and 

A(- rl) = -N-‘(s) [l’ P@‘(- 77, p) F](p) dp -i 07 a$o BaT(n 
1 

so that, when Eqs. (28) and (29) are used in Eq. (4), we have the complete solution. ^ 

(284 

(28b) 

G94 

(29b) 

In a recent study’” of several basic problems defined by the scalar equation of transfer, the 
FN method proved to be very easy to use, and the method consistently yielded results accurate 
to four significant figures for N s 5. We expect in the near future to be able to report on the 
numerical accuracy and the computer-time requirements of the FN solution for the polarization 
problem discussed here. We also expect to be able to extend the FN method and thus to be able 
to solve accurately the general Mie scattering model of the polarization problem. 
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